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Problem area 
A Performance Based Logistics 
contract shifts the responsibility of 
maintenance and performance from 
the customer to the supplier. The 
effectiveness and efficiency of an 
asset is measured using multiple 
criteria such as operational 
availability, operational reliability, 
and total maintenance cost. Both 
parties agree upon an operational 
availability target against a 
profitable price for as well customer 
and supplier. It is left to the supplier 
how to manage logistics and 
maintenance activities to support 
the asset. In turn the customer uses 
the asset and is responsible for daily 
or line maintenance. An important 
paradigm shift of Performance 
Based Logistics is also that the 
contract switches risks from the 
customer to the supplier who must 
invest in for example facilities even 
when utilisation is not known (yet). 
As a result, the supplier’s focus 
switches from purely fixed cost to 
profit margin. 
To enlarge the profit margin the 
supplier has to reduce turn-around-
times, lower cost of maintenance 
activities, and to perform a correct 
diagnosis of failed assets which 
minimises unnecessary repair 
actions. All of this adds up to 
increased asset availability, 
decreased maintenance costs, and 
depending on the contract, an award 
fee for the supplier.  
 
To keep both parties satisfied it is 
challenging to find the optimal 
balance between performance, 
maintenance activities and profit 
margin. To be the best-in-class 
Performance Based Logistics 
supplier, technology is one of the 
main opportunities to create the lead 
and to excel in Maintenance, Repair 
and Overhaul of gas turbines. New 
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technologies like Prognostics 
Health Management and Health 
Usage Monitoring will support the 
wish to reduce maintenance actions. 
Software technology will support 
management information regarding 
performance indicators.  
 
Description of work 
A literature study is performed to 
establish an overview and 
opportunities to use the applications 
(tools, techniques and methods) for 
the PBL supplier to enhance their 
revenues by using technology in 
PBL contracts for aircraft gas 
turbine maintenance.  
 
Results and conclusions 
To obtain the optimal balance it is 
necessary to have good insight into 
the internal performance of 
manufacturing processes (such as 
lead time, costs, man hours), 
behaviour of the system (including 
life time, loads, stresses), and the 
delivered service to the customer 
according to the specified 
requirements in the contract.  
 
Prognostics Health Management is 
an enabling technology aiming 
towards cost effective maintenance. 
In the ideal Performance Based 
Logistics situation, the customer 
and the supplier are both focused on 
enabling Total Asset Visibility 
throughout the entire supply chain.  
Furthermore both parties coordinate 
information technology efforts in 
order to establish a seamless 
undisturbed flow of assets and 
supply chain information between 
all participating organisations.  
This requires operational linking of 
resources, assets, and supply chain 
processes over all participants.  
The development and 
implementation of an information 
technology supply chain operational 
strategy is required to configure and 
align supply chain elements and to 
create supply chain visibility. These 
efforts are instrumental to reduce 
cost and to deliver the required 
performance outcomes securely in 
all circumstances. The supply chain 
operational strategy connects the 
Performance Based Logistics 
sustainment strategy for an asset to 
cross-enterprise supply chain 
approaches that produce best value 
for the customer (governments and 
industries).  
 
Information technology is used to 
establish links between processes in 
the supply chain and to control, 
manage, and improve the usage of 
assets, and to enable a secured and 
undisturbed flow of information 
between supplier and customer. 
 
Applicability 
This document is written to give an 
overview from an aircraft gas 
turbine perspective for members of 
the Dutch Institute World Class 
Maintenance. In general customers 
(Fleet or Asset Managers) and 
suppliers (Contract or Account 
Managers) can take advantage of 
the benefits of Prognostics Health 
Management and information 
technology to increase Total Asset 
Visibility. 
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Summary 
To be the best-in-class Performance Based Logistics (PBL) supplier, technology is one of the 
main opportunities to create the lead and to excel in Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul of gas 
turbines. PBL as a new concept for sustainability of assets is closely reviewed in order to assess 
the profitability of PBL contracts. Technology and managing service and support provide the 
opportunity to control the balance between Maintenance Repair and Overhaul activities and 
Cost Effectiveness of the asset.  
 
The most important challenge for the PBL supplier is to tune the repair and replacement 
activities in order to achieve the desirable operational availability required by the PBL principal 
in a profitable way. Therefore it is necessary to have good insight into the internal 
manufacturing processes (such as lead time, costs, man hours), behaviour of the system 
(including life time, loads, stresses), and the delivered service to the PBL principal according to 
the specified requirements in the PBL contract. The PBL supplier is eager to enlarge his profit 
by reducing costs and increasing returns. At the same time the PBL supplier will reduce risks 
and responsibilities of availability especially when he is operating in a more integrated supply 
chain. The PBL principal should pay a fair price for the delivered services and support.  
 
In the ideal PBL situation, the PBL principal and the PBL supplier are both focused on enabling 
Total Asset Visibility throughout the entire supply chain and to coordinate information 
technology efforts in order to establish a seamless undisturbed flow of assets and supply chain 
information between all participating organisations. This requires operational linking of 
resources, assets, and supply chain processes over all participants. The development and 
implementation of an information technology supply chain operational strategy is required to 
configure and align supply chain elements and to create supply chain visibility. These efforts are 
instrumental to reduce cost and to deliver the required performance outcomes securely in all 
circumstances.  
 
The supply chain operational strategy connects the PBL sustainment strategy for an asset to 
cross-enterprise supply chain approaches that produce best value for the PBL principals 
(governments and industries). Information technology is used to establish links between 
processes in the supply chain and to control, manage, and improve the usage of assets and the 
flow of information between PBL supplier and principal. 
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Abbreviations  
 
ACARS Aircraft Communication and Reporting system 
ACMS Aircraft Condition Monitoring System 
AHeAD Aircraft Health Analysis and Diagnosis 
AHeAD-PRO Aircraft Health Analysis, Diagnosis and Prognosis 
AHM Airplane Health Management 
AHMS Aircraft Health Management System 
AIDC Auto ID Data Capture 
AIRMAN AIRcraft Maintenance ANalysis 
ALIS Autonomic Logistics Information System 
AOR Area Of Responsibility 
APU Auxiliary Power Unit 
ATOW Average Time On Wing 
BOM Bill Of Materials 
BOW Bill Of Work 
CAD/CAM Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing 
CAGE Commercial And Government Entity 
CBM Condition Based Maintenance 
CE Cost Effectiveness 
CFDS Centralised Fault Display System 
CM Configuration Management 
CMHMS Centralised Maintenance Health Monitoring System 
CND Can Not Duplicate  
COC Centre Of Competence 
CPFR Collaborative Planning Forecasting and Replenishment 
CRM Customer Relationship Management  
D Depot 
DEEC Digital Electronic Engine Controller 
DI-WCM Dutch Institute World Class Maintenance 
DLM Depot Level Maintenance 
DMSMS Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Material Shortages 
DOD Department of Defense 
ECAM Electronic Centralised Aircraft Monitor 
EDU Engine Diagnostic Unit 
EICAS Engine Indication and Crew Alerting system 
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ETOPS Extended-range Two-engine Operational Performance Standards 
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 
FAA Federal Aviation Authority 
FACE Fatigue Analyzer & Air Combat Evaluation 
FEA Finite Element Analysis 
FDR Flight Data Recording 
FH Flight Hours 
FMS Foreign Military Sales 
FOD Foreign Object Damage 
HRC Health Reporting Code 
HUM Health and Usage Monitoring 
HUMS Health and Usage Monitoring System 
ICT Information, Communication and Technology 
IUID Item Unique Identifications 
JLAT Joint Logistics Analysis Tool 
LCOM Logistics Composite Model 
LSAR Logistic Support Analysis Record 
MOD Ministry of Defence 
MRO Maintenance Repair and Overhaul 
O Organisational 
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer 
OLM Organic Level Maintenance 
PBL Performance Based Logistics 
PDM Product Data Management 
PHM Prognostics and Health Management 
PLM Product Logistics Management 
PMA Parts Manufacturer Approval 
RAM Reliability Availability Maintainability 
RDT Rapid Development Team 
RFID Radio Frequency Identification 
RGP Reliability Growth Program 
SCOR Supply Chain Operations Reference 
SOO Statement of Objectives 
SOW Statement of Work 
TAT Turn Around Time 
TAV Total Asset Visibility 
TSCP Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program 
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T&SE Test and Support Equipment 
UII Unique Item Identifier 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Goal  
To be the best-in-class Performance Based Logistics (PBL) supplier, technology is an important 
driver and technology offers one of the opportunities to create the lead and to excel in 
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) of gas turbines. Technology is often seen as the 
driver of new developments in techniques and processes. PBL as a new concept for 
sustainability of assets is closely reviewed in order to assess the profitability of PBL contracts. 
Technology is also related to tools, techniques, systems, or modern design methods. 
 
In this paper several technology items like Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) and 
Health and Usage Monitoring (HUM) are catalysts of the profitability of a PBL contract. The 
objective is to establish an overview and opportunities to use the applications (tools, techniques 
and methods) for the PBL supplier to enhance their revenues by using technology in PBL 
contracts for aircraft gas turbine maintenance. 
 
This document is written to give an overview for the members of the Dutch Institute World 
Class Maintenance (DI-WCM). In general managers responsible for MRO contracts, fleet 
management or technology development can benefit from the inventory described in this report. 
It lists ideas to enhance availability of engine modules, which are also relevant for other assets. 
Also related industries are invited to read this report and profit from the results of the study. 
 
1.2 Context  
Technology has many different faces and it has a strong relationship with Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT). The technology described in this report is linked to 
maintenance of aircraft engines.  
 
This report is based on chapter 6 of “Managing MRO” (see ref. 1) and focuses on technology in 
relation to PBL contracts.  
 
Companies starting with a service contract according to the PBL principles are confronted with 
several (technical) challenges. Although technology and development of technology are of 
decisive value in a traditional contracting environment, PBL should exploit technology in an 
innovative manner. The influence of technology and the way of working is apparent for the 
whole life cycle of the system. Starting at the design phase, the modular design of the system 
provides many opportunities to be exploited within the PBL concept. During the sustainment 
phase, an extensive usage monitoring program is executed, providing much data that enables 
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accurate calculation of the consequences for the asset life time. Finally, technology affects the 
processes of the PBL supplier in the daily execution of activities.  
 
The most important challenge for the PBL supplier is to tune the repair and replacement 
activities to achieve the desirable operational availability required by the PBL principal in a 
profitable way. Therefore it is necessary to have a good insight into the internal manufacturing 
processes (such as lead time, costs, man hours), behaviour of the system (including life time, 
loads, stresses), and the delivered service to the PBL principal according to the specified 
requirements in the PBL contract. The PBL supplier is eager to enlarge his profit by reducing 
costs and increasing returns. At the same time the PBL supplier will reduce risks and 
responsibilities of availability especially when he is confronted with a more integrated supply 
chain. The PBL principal should pay a fair price for the delivered services and support. 
Technology and managing the service and support provide the opportunity to control the 
balance between MRO activities and Cost Effectiveness (CE) of the asset.  
 
1.2.1 Life cycle  
The importance of technology already starts with the first drafts at the design table. Some 
features designed in an early stage are supporting the PBL contract in a later stage. A modular 
design is one of these aspects. The maintenance concept is another catalyst. For example certain 
decisions taken in the design phase will lead to an intensive (or limited) use of PHM in the 
sustainment phase to support the PBL contract. 
 
During the whole life time of a capital asset, technology is one of the drivers constantly pushed 
to be better, faster, bigger, and so forth. In the early beginning of the design phase, design 
decisions are made in agreement with reliability requirements. These decisions are decisive for 
the technology support in the sustainment phase. In the figure below the various decisions and 
consequences in the sustainment phase are visualised.  
 
Figure 1 Important decisions and opportunities during the life cycle of an asset 
Design consequences:
• Inspections and indicators
• Module matching
Health and Usage Monitoring
Consequences for PBL supplier: 
• Modularity
• Cost Effectiveness Operational Availability
• Reliability Growth Plan
• Configuration management
Chapter 3: 
Sustainment phase
Chapter 2: 
Design phase
OEM
PBL supplier
lifetime
Design decisions:
• Design for maintainability
• Modularity
• Maintenance concepts and PBL
• PHM
• Repair and replace instruction
• Off or on equipment maintenance
Chapter 4: supporting ICT tools
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The structure of this paper is based on Figure 1. There are three issues to remember: 
1. The success of PBL is already determined in the design phase (see chapter 2); 
2. The modular design provides several (logistical) opportunities for a cost effective 
approach of MRO activities and achieving the contracted performance (see section 
3.2.2); 
3. The profitability of the PBL contract and thus the MRO activities is dependent on the 
effectiveness of the internal processes. The efficiency of maintenance activities is 
extremely important, and must be related to the achieved performance, the revenues and 
maintenance event planning (see section 3.3.2). 
 
Technology in this report is discussed in a broader sense than repair processes only. It also 
involves design aspects, support concepts, and logistics solutions. In this report, both the 
technology and the ICT tools and techniques are described in separate sections (see chapter 2 
and further for technology and see chapter 4 for ICT).  
The focus of this paper is to elaborate on maintenance technology used in gas turbines of 
military and civil aircraft in a PBL context. The described logistic solutions and new 
technologies help the PBL supplier to enhance their internal processes and tune them to the 
delivered services.  
 
This report is based on chapter 6 of ref. 1. 
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2 Design phase: Design decisions 
2.1 Introduction 
Decisions already made in the design phase, influence the use of technology and the layout of 
the MRO activities in later stages. The basis for profitability and effectiveness of the PBL 
contract is originated in the design phase. The consequences of design decisions in the 
sustainment phase are described in chapter 3. 
 
Traditionally the development of an aircraft is conducted in several stages, this is visualised in 
Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2 Phases of the development of an aircraft 
 
Currently other approaches are adopted, like concurrent engineering, but still these stages are 
recognised in the development. Decisions in the design phase do have implications for the final 
sustainment phase. In the remainder of this chapter these decisions will be discussed.  
 
2.2 Modular design 
The goal of PBL is to achieve high asset availability and optimise costs during contract time. 
Therefore the duration of on-aircraft and on-equipment maintenance tasks must be short. 
Together these aspects (the modular design and PBL) cause a shift of the workload from on to 
off equipment and as result the availability of the asset is increased. The Turn Around Time 
(TAT) of the aircraft is decreased but as a consequence spares must have a high fill rate.  
 
The current trend is that future generation gas turbines will have a modular design. A modular 
design assumes the system consists of several black boxes, which are more or less separate 
Conceptual design 
Preliminary design 
Detailed design 
manufacturing 
testing 
In service 
t 
1st flight 
Type 
certificate 1st delivery 
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functioning units. The advantage is that the complexity of on-equipment maintenance activities 
is reduced and that the required asset availability is easier to achieve. Table 1 shows the 
advantages and disadvantages of a modular design.  
 
Table 1 Advantages and disadvantages of a modular design 
Advantages Disadvantages  
The duration of on aircraft and on equipment 
maintenance tasks is short 
Need for more spare modules in the supply chain (high 
fill rate) 
The availability of the asset is increased The spares are representing a higher value at stock 
Turn Around Time (TAT) of the aircraft is 
decreased 
The value to process the Can Not Duplicates (CND’s) 
increases, because the module represents a higher 
value than a separate component.  
The complexity of on-equipment maintenance 
activities is reduced 
Due to these ‘extra’ maintenance activities the 
corresponding extra maintenance costs increases 
 
Most modern gas turbines are designed, manufactured, and sustained in separate modules. The 
(new) 5th generation gas turbines already have a modular design, more than the current F-16 
engine. 
 
Another aspect is that PBL promotes repair by replacement in stead of repairing the defect part 
(see next section). A modular design supports this approach. 
 
2.2.1 Repair-by-replacement 
In general, modules are supportive of the ‘repair-by-replacement’ concept and deliver a high 
availability of the complete engine to the PBL principal. This is an advantage of a modular 
design over a non-modular design. Since the recently designed engines and their modules are 
designed for accessibility and maintainability as well, it supports the desire to minimise MRO 
effort. The modular design, the repair or replace decision and the on- or off-equipment 
maintenance decisions create a trade-off to the PBL concept. At that point the OEM should 
make a conscious decision about repairing or replacing.    
 
At organisational or end-user level, relatively easy repair-by-replacements are executed. The 
more complex or time consuming maintenance activities are outsourced to the depot level or 
industry level. At organisational level the stock exists merely of modules. By replacing the 
complete module, in stead of troubleshooting and repairing the faulty component, a short TAT 
of the engine is realised. The end user is responsible for exchanging modules, whereas the PBL 
supplier is responsible for the availability of engines.  
 
Presumably, the result of both approaches, the modular design and the repair-by-replacement 
approach, is higher asset availability. Asset availability and readiness are indicators which 
review the actual status of the PBL contract.  
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2.3 Maintenance concepts and Performance Based Logistics 
The usage (via Reliability Availability and Maintainability (RAM) characteristics of the asset) 
and the maintenance concept determine the maintenance load and thereby how much time the 
system is out of operation for maintenance. Traditionally, this is an end users’ responsibility. In 
a PBL environment the PBL supplier pursues a maintenance concept with minimum workload 
that still satisfies the performance requirements. Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) and 
PHM are concepts which serve this need best. One of the goals of CBM is to minimise 
downtime of the system by minimising the number of (unnecessary) maintenance events.  
 
2.3.1 Initial costs 
A consequence of introducing and using a predictive maintenance program approach, like CBM, 
is that initial costs increase. The up-front costs of starting this type of program will be high. 
Diagnostic support equipment must be purchased. Training of in-plant and staff personnel to 
effectively utilise CBM technologies and practices will require substantial additional funding. 
Also beginning a predictive maintenance program requires a clear understanding of the asset’s 
predictive maintenance needs and the approaches which need to be undertaken. And, like PBL, 
it is also essential to have a firm commitment, by management and all facility staff and 
organisations, to make it work. Besides that, CBM still has some loose ends like the reliability 
of the prediction in the distant future, the number of false positives and negatives and CBM 
does not cover the complete asset.  
 
2.3.2 Organisational and Depot level maintenance  
Availability is strongly influenced at operational level where down time due to maintenance 
directly affects the availability. Decisive is unit or organisational level maintenance which must 
have a short turn around time. Both decisions (a) repair-by-replacement and (b) on-equipment or 
off-equipment repairs are aligned to maximise uptime. When a longer downtime is foreseen, the 
maintenance activities are executed at depot level.  
 
2.4 Prognostics and Health Management 
 
2.4.1 What is PHM? 
Although PHM is not really a new technology, the technology itself is helpful and useful to 
predict maintenance events. In addition, PHM combined with other new techniques and 
methods gives a more reliable prediction of the health status and an estimate of the proceeded 
degradation. In this section first PHM is more elaborated and next new techniques are 
described.  
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Where HUM (see for more details section 3.2.3.) is based on diagnostics, PHM is based on 
enhanced diagnostics and prognostics. Intended as a post-flight diagnostic tool, Health and 
Usage Monitoring Systems (HUMS) collect data recorded from sensors and accelerometers for 
routine analysis, which can help detection of early signs of component failure, particularly 
within rotor gearboxes. HUM and PHM are complementary, both using data from sensors. 
However, there is a subtle difference in their meaning. Specifically, the term PHM is more 
general, and was adopted to reflect an expansion of the desired capabilities of the system.  
Every prediction of remaining time (time to failure, or remaining useful life) comes with an 
accuracy and uncertainty (or precision and confidence), since the future is never fully known. It 
is crucial to have knowledge of the prognostics lead time interval, i.e. how far ahead one need to 
predict a failure and how accurate and precise the prediction needs to be, to achieve a real 
predictive prognostic capability to have sufficient time to act upon a failure event. This 
knowledge can be applied for various needs, such as turn around or sortie generation rate, spares 
ordering, and scheduling the removal of life limited components. Therefore, prognostics are 
extremely beneficial in a PBL situation since it will provide the PBL supplier insight to  life 
extension by repairing or by replacing a module. The break-even between life time extension 
and costs of the repair process can be calculated. Mature prognostic capabilities are most 
valuable for high cost components. 
Figure 3 Technology maturation strategy of the F100 engine (see ref. 2) 
 
A PHM maturation strategy is performed by introducing new technologies into legacy engines. 
For example, the JSF project team instrumented a F100 gas turbine with several sensors in order 
to validate algorithms which provide information of the health of the component of the engine, 
see Figure 3. 
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Ideally, a PHM system consists of an on-board and an off-board data processing component. 
The on-board component collects the data of PHM indicators (e.g. Engine Health Indicators) 
and generates Health Report Codes (HRCs) of any significant faults, failures, or life events. The 
off-board processing component accrues the total damage based on the on-board collected PHM 
indicator data, additional off-board PHM indicators and refined lifing algorithms. The OEM 
PHM off-board data processing yields Time to Maintenance and Remaining Useful Life 
forecasts. These forecasts will ultimately yield a substantial improvement of the forecast for the 
demand of maintenance and therefore of the planning of any maintenance. 
 
PHM specifically seeks, as an approach to life cycle support, to reduce or eliminate inspections 
and time-based maintenance through accurate monitoring, life tracking, and prediction of 
impending faults. To support the concept of PHM new technologies are available for gas turbine 
failure prognosis such as: 
• Gas Path Analysis. 
• Vibration Analysis. 
• Engine Life Usage and Analysis. 
• Oil Debris and Condition Monitoring. 
• Exhaust Debris Monitoring. 
• Inlet Foreign Object Damage (FOD) detection. 
• Blade Health Monitoring. 
• On-Board PHM functionality real time available during operation.  
 
Some of these techniques look for precursors of failure modes that lead to catastrophic failures 
and other look for those precursors of failures that lead to gradual degradation of performance 
below a minimum acceptable threshold.  
 
The prognostics of a part can be based on its current observed and interpreted health condition, 
health history or its current accumulated life usage (for a life-limited) component, or an 
anticipated usage profile, or an anticipated execution of the damage, health degradation, or 
modelled failure propagation. Note that a trend analysis of a component will only be useful if 
sufficient data have been collected since the first usage of the component. Besides that, a good 
understanding of the depending variables should be available (for example the Root Cause 
Analysis). 
 
2.4.2 Availability of data 
Whether or not a PBL contract is in place, the engine OEM collects all data and performs failure 
prediction, individual engine parameters and cumulative damage tracking, remaining life 
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tracking of major life limited engine components, and engine fleet management assessment. In 
the most restrictive situation, the PBL supplier can only collect empirical data. This gives the 
OEM valuable insight into spares needed, but also serves as input for any warranty claims, 
modifications to be performed, upgrades, etc. 
 
In a PBL contract, costs are computed on a price based per an agreed to usage measure (e.g. 
flight hour). Engine components can also be priced on a consumed life base (e.g. based on 
fatigue life expended or an engine health index). Discussions on pricing on a consumed life base 
will inevitably be related to whether the engine has been flown within the limits of the agreed 
usage profile or not.  
 
Under a PBL contract the end user and PBL supplier should collect usage data to determine 
independently from the OEM what the actual usage (e.g. Time on Wing or accrued flight hours) 
is and how much the actual usage deviates from nominal usage as contracted in the PBL 
contract. In this way, the end user and PBL supplier can determine what any deviations from 
nominal usage will cost and what the consequences of deviations in usage are. 
 
As part of continuous improvement, the end user and PBL supplier should also collect data on 
the prognosis/prediction success rate (percentage of time that predicted failure time is earlier 
than the actual failure), since this has impact on repair-replace decisions. If an end user or a 
PBL supplier would like to use the data collected by the OEM, the end user or PBL supplier 
should have contracted the OEM to deliver the collected data. If the end user or PBL supplier 
would like to use the collected data to perform his own prognostics (based on usage or health 
monitoring) and to adjust the inspection/maintenance intervals, this has to be done in 
collaboration with the OEM. If the OEM concludes that the PHM data have to be improved 
based on end user/PBL supplier prognostics and OEM prognostics, the OEM can adjust the 
PHM algorithms such that the PHM health indicators are inline to trigger maintenance work 
orders or inspections. A suggestion of monitored indicators is given in Appendix A.  
 
2.4.3 Development of algorithms 
At the beginning of the development of PHM (late nineties, early 2000) the expectations were 
high, but during the development of the algorithms several challenges impeded quick wins. 
PHM of a particular asset is a maturation program: not very precise at first but growing towards 
an acceptable level of reliability. PHM stays sensitive for unpredictable events and particular 
circumstances that cannot be known a priori during operational use. I.e., prognostics, health, and 
remaining life prediction of assets all depend on the destructive forces encountered during 
operational use, like shocks experienced during landings of the aircraft. Moreover, the 
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operational environment and, as a result, the humidity, temperature, and corrosive exposure of 
assets vary during the life of the assets, which pose a challenge to perform real predictive 
prognostics of the assets, see ref. 2. 
 
The effort to develop and utilise PHM is rather high, especially when destructive tests are 
required to gain knowledge of the fault behaviour of the asset and to meet system or PBL 
requirements. Seeded fault tests (i.e. test with faults created ("seeded") on the asset in use) and 
damage tolerant tests are expensive and are to be planned with care during the development 
process of the asset and life demonstration testing, see ref. 2. 
 
Hence, it is either desirable or required to do some destructive tests, to determine the exact life 
time of a component. This, of course, is a rather expensive solution and not very cost effective 
and therefore it is mostly preferred not to be used the entire life time. 
 
2.5 Repair or Replace decision 
Originally, repair techniques are prescribed by the OEM, since the OEM owns the decisive 
knowledge of the system. When a system is designed knowing that a PBL contract is anticipated 
during the sustainment phase, probably the repair techniques are changed in favour of repair by 
replacement. This offers the PBL principal the ability to keep the on-equipment maintenance 
tasks and asset down time to a minimum. The design is striving towards easy accessibility and 
rather quick replacement.  
Also of influence is the following. In a traditional situation with times and materials contracts, 
the contractor (user) is responsible for the maintenance of the asset and is buying spare parts 
from the OEM. The contractor is paying a market selling price per spare part. Spare parts from 
the OEM are generally more expensive compared to parts delivered by a non OEM. The price of 
these so called Parts Manufacturer Approval1) (PMA) parts is approximately 60% less than the 
price of the OEM part, indicating a high profit margin on OEM parts. In a PBL environment, 
the PBL supplier in stead of the PBL principal is responsible for the availability of spare parts, 
which moves the spare parts from a profit gaining aspect into a cost driver. These developments 
are causing that replacing is becoming cheaper and a shift to earlier replacement in the life time 
of a component is expected. Repairing is considered not efficient anymore. As the economic 
value of a part becomes less, the repair or scrap decision changes; more parts which were 
repairable based on sales price have become beyond economical repair due to the lower cost 
price and have become a consumable. Also the separation between maintenance activities done 
                                                    
1) A Parts Manufacturer Approval (PMA) is a FAA design and production approval for aircraft parts. It is only issued after the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has (1) reviewed the design of the part to assure that it is safe and meets the requirements 
of the FAA regulations and (2) reviewed the production quality system to make sure that there is a system in place to verify that 
each part that is manufactured meets the FAA-approved design. 
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at Organic (O) or Depot (D) level (see Figure 4) is of influence on the availability of the asset. 
Repair activities escalated to D-level, are not directly related to the availability of the asset, 
although also the D-level activities must fulfil a certain uptime level (or other pre-defined 
indicator) in order not to disturb the fill rate of the pipeline. The design decision regarding 
repair or replace does also have an influence in the sustainment phase, see section 3.3.1. 
 
2.6 On- or off-equipment decision 
The on-equipment MRO activities should be kept as short as possible to return the asset to an 
operational or serviceable state as soon as possible again. The decision to perform a repair on or 
off equipment is an economical consideration which balances between profit and loss. When 
performance requirements are focussed on availability of the asset, a short duration time of a 
MRO activity should be pursued. For example, by means of a prescribed limit of 1 hour. An 
activity exceeding the limit is done off equipment. The broken part is replaced.  
 
A result of on-equipment maintenance is the continuous availability of the required spare part at 
stock. It is inconceivable to obstruct the O level maintenance process due to a logistics supply 
problem. More modules are necessary to guarantee the availability of the asset, since that stock 
requires 100% availability. As a consequence the service level of modules required off 
equipment is lower, requiring not a 100% availability but for example 80% can be sufficient. 
Depending at which level (on or off equipment) the majority of the MRO activities takes place 
the supply chain has its availability (100% or 80%) requirements.  
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3 Sustainment phase 
3.1 Introduction  
The consequences of the design decisions become explicitly manifest during MRO processes. 
The impact of technology on inspections, repair processes, and logistics does have 
consequences in the approach of MRO activities. The aim is to reduce MRO interruptions on 
operations and reduce costs by limiting the waste of unused life of the asset by delaying 
maintenance as much as possible. The predictability of the maintenance events (in time) is a 
valuable aspect of the maintenance planning. 
 
3.2 Consequences of design 
3.2.1 Inspection and predefined indicators 
Engine modules are inspected at the workshop, at depot level. The first action is to accept the 
module from the operator by performing an acceptance test and to determine what the workload 
generated by the delivered module will be. The assessment results in a global Bill of Work 
(BOW). The result of the acceptance test is important for the availability, since the module can 
be put back in service or must be repaired based upon the outcome of the inspection. Within this 
decision process the PBL supplier is not only focussed on the short term revenues, but also on 
the long term relationship. The first steps after the acceptance test are to disassemble, clean, and 
inspect the module or component. 
 
Figure 4 Acceptance of failed modules and initiation of the repair process 
 
If the result of the inspection is that the fault state is OK (mistakenly rejected) or no fault found, 
the module is reassembled again. If the result of the inspection is outside the limits, it will be 
discarded. Repairing is not evaluated efficient (anymore) and the component is destroyed. If the 
Acceptance 
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result of the inspection is between the limits, it is repaired in the repair process. Details for the 
repair process will be added to the BOW. The repair itself is executed off equipment, so only 
the replacement action has a direct influence on the availability of the total asset. The 
assessment technology used to determine the status and workload of the module or component, 
is extremely important. The technology must be able to perform the acceptance test and 
generate a correct diagnosis.  
 
A low TAT, low costs, and the reliability of the acceptance test are decisive in a PBL situation. 
In order to reach those goals it is important to automate the activities as much as possible to 
reduce the execution time of the activity and to reduce human errors to a minimum. Since the 
duration time of human interaction is not controllable and fluctuates, reducing human 
interaction is a goal in many programs. With respect to availability and assuming that the asset 
is expensive and scarce, it is very important for the PBL supplier that the module leaves the 
workshop as soon as possible and, if no additional work is necessary, to become operational 
again.  
 
3.2.2 Module Matching 
Module matching is a logistic solution to improve availability of the engine (or modules) and 
make efficient use of replaceable modules. It can be applied to all kinds of modular assets. The 
objective of module matching is to improve the alignment of the remaining number of cycles or 
operating hours until the next maintenance event of the asset. The goal is to reduce the number 
of shop visits and achieve a longer time between maintenance events (e.g. Average Time on 
Wing, ATOW). 
 
When a module reaches its end of life the engine requires Depot Level Maintenance, which 
means a scheduled removal. When all modules of the asset are due at different times, this will 
result in multiple scheduled engine removals. Module matching combines several engine 
removals into one engine removal. It optimises the overhaul frequency.  
 
This of course is very profitable for the PBL supplier, since he wishes to reduce maintenance 
costs.  
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3.2.3 Health and Usage Monitoring 
HUM is an approach to life cycle support aiming to reduce or eliminate inspections and time-
based maintenance. HUM enables: 
• Just-in-time CBM. 
• Determining service intervals of preventive maintenance. 
• Predicting the remaining service life of a component.  
 
If HUM is combined with prognostics, based on e.g. physical modelling of the components, it 
enables also more efficient planning of maintenance. With HUM it will be known what the 
actual usage has been, how severe a component has been used, how material properties and 
dimensions have changed under environmental conditions, and how much service life has been 
truly consumed. The PBL supplier needs this kind of information to get insight into the 
expected MRO activities. This information can reduce the risk of the responsibilities for 
availability. Legacy design of propulsion systems included large and conservative safety 
margins on components’ service lives. This resulted in the replacement of components based on 
fixed service intervals regardless of their actual state or degradation, i.e. long before end of the 
actual service life, which is not cost-effective. The HUM technology is used to monitor the asset 
and register health indicators. To support HUM various dedicated information systems are 
available to provide the end user with relevant information about the health of the asset.  
 
Engine usage monitoring & analysis 
Health monitoring is performed on both complete engines, and separate modules. The engine 
consists of several modules that can be exchanged. Therefore the configuration of the engine 
will change during the life time. A discipline of an engine analysis may be to determine which 
configuration of modules is functioning best. The same data is analysed at module level, so the 
same expertise and calculation methods can be used.  
The process starts with data acquisition of operational data (such as configuration, flight time, 
weight), usage (such as speed, stress), and health indicators (such as material degradation, 
remaining life). This is the fundament to realise input to Performance Management (see 4.2). 
The data is put in a data warehouse. This will allow for various analyses on the same data. 
Management will have an overview of the data via a dashboard and can create their own reports.  
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The diagnostic process gives an indication 
of any faults or anomalies in the engine 
operation.  
The prognostics part gives an indication of 
the health status in relation to the total life 
time (consumed life) or the time to the next 
instance of maintenance. Engine usage 
monitoring and analysis is about monitoring: 
• Usage cycles. 
• Performance of the engine and its 
modules. 
• Parameters of the engine and its 
modules, to determine exceedances 
of thresholds. 
 
The engine and the modules will be analysed 
if the performance is not as expected, 
thresholds are exceeded, or incipient faults 
or anomalies are detected. Exceedances are 
derived from certain parameters. The history of exceedances is recorded in order to determine 
when maintenance action is necessary.  
 
Data acquisition of usage and health indicators 
Data of usage and health indicators is collected in data acquisition systems. These systems are 
elaborated in more details in the ICT section 4.5. A set of proposed health indicators is 
described in Appendix A. HUMS is the actual data acquisition 
system on-board of (mostly) helicopters. One of the issues to 
control is wear and tear of the asset. Wear and tear is damage that 
naturally and inevitably occurs as a result of normal wear or 
aging. Normal wear and tear can be analysed with these data and 
compared with expected wear and tear patterns, component 
degradation, and maintenance intervals. Usage data and health 
indicators can be used by maintenance planning and engineering, 
operational planning, and during investigations after unexpected 
incidents or accidents. 
 
Engine monitoring 
For engine monitoring and 
operational loads and usage 
monitoring of the F-16, the 
Fatigue Analyzer & Air Combat 
Evaluation system (FACE) is 
available. The FACE system 
acquires flight parameter data, 
strain gauge signal data, and 
data from the Digital Electronic 
Engine Controller/Engine 
Diagnostic Unit (DEEC/EDU) of 
the F100 engine. FACE data are 
stored off-board in a database. 
The complementary strategies of CBM, PHM and HUMS 
 
CBM as a strategy represent efforts to shift away from 
time-based scheduled maintenance to a predictive 
approach. The desired goals of these efforts are to 
reduce logistics footprint, logistics response time, life-
cycle cost, and increase availability. PHM technologies 
have emerged as a key enabler to achieve these goals. 
Increasing the insight into performance, cost and risk 
trade-offs early in the product design process is key to 
identifying and prioritising where CBM as well as PHM 
solutions will provide significant benefits. 
Instead of relying on system reliability information to 
pick the best time to perform periodic maintenance 
intervals, a CBM system will rely on maintenance to be 
performed when the system needs maintenance as 
predicted by PHM. 
Monitoring systems have been developed for fixed-wing 
aircraft, but the HUMS effort focuses on rotorcraft, 
which benefit from a system's ability to record engine 
and gearbox performance and provide rotor track and 
balance. HUMS may also monitor auxiliary power unit 
usage and exceedances, and include built-in test and 
Flight Data Recording (FDR) functions. Overall, a full 
HUMS is expected to acquire, analyse, communicate, 
and store data gathered from sensors and 
accelerometers that monitor the essential components 
for safe flight. HUMS is a diagnostics tool that enables 
accurate usage recording.  
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3.3 Consequences and opportunities for the PBL supplier 
The PBL supplier can use (new) technology to make the PBL contract profitable. The optimal 
timing and planning of MRO actions, reduction of the number of MRO activities, and optimal 
use of the life of the asset are essential. Therefore it is necessary to collect and analyse data in 
order to optimise the planning and scheduling of the MRO actions. Finally, the impact of these 
MRO considerations (repair or replace, on or off equipment, commonality) gives the PBL 
supplier the opportunity to optimise the MRO processes. This implies a Rapid Development 
Team (RDT) and techniques that support the MRO activities. Supporting techniques are Root 
Cause Analysis2), Reliability Growth Program (see section 3.3.3), Age Exploration3. To support 
the PBL supplier within his overall responsibility, it is essential to have configuration and 
obsolescence management operational. 
 
3.3.1 Repair or replace 
In the sustainment phase, every now and then the repair or replace decision is evaluated. The 
prescribed repair or replace activities should now be extended with real time economical, and 
repair time information.  Since the PBL supplier’s work load decisions are based upon an 
economical perspective, this is an important evaluation moment. Repairs of parts/components 
themselves are only useful if: 
• The costs of development of a repair is covered by the PBL contract, or the pay back 
time is sufficient. 
• Components/parts are valuable. 
• Sufficient repair volume is generated. 
 
Also the need for a modification is evaluated according to the same systematics. Since the PBL 
supplier uses an internal cost price to make this decision, the break-even point to replace instead 
of repair is reached with fewer quantities, lower prices and less repair volumes compared with 
the same decision in a traditional market oriented situation.  
 
3.3.2 Cost effectiveness operational availability 
The profit of the PBL supplier in a PBL situation consists of the price per unit of usage or time 
minus MRO costs (including investments made). For example, assume that an operator wants to 
use the aircrafts for 5.000 Flight Hours (FH) per year, against an availability of 80%, the euro 
per flight hour price is € 2504). Under normal circumstances the OEM earns 5.000 * € 250 =  
€ 1.250.000. When exceeding this 5.000 FH, the price is to be negotiated, and when the 80% 
                                                    
2) Root cause analysis (RCA) is a class of problem solving methods aimed at identifying the root causes of problems or events. 
3) With Age Exploration all techniques and methods are captured to estimate or calculate the life or remaining life of a 
component.  
4) The numbers in this example are completely fictional. 
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availability is not reached, the malus settlement is executed. To some extent, the price per unit 
of usage or time is commanding fixed revenue. To make the deal more profitable, the PBL 
supplier must efficiently organise the internal (maintenance) processes. Delivering for instance 
an agreed availability during the period of performance, should be achieved by a minimum of 
repair or replace activities.  
 
The repair or replacement workflow (sequence of activities) starts when a failure occurs or 
when during an inspection an anomaly is observed. An inspection can indicate too much 
corrosion or a crack is observed. The maintenance organisation of the operator can decide to 
repair or replace the failed component on-equipment. When the component is repaired the asset 
is serviceable again. If the failure cannot be found or repaired, the failed component is sent to 
the PBL supplier. When the component is replaced, the failed component is sent to the repair 
facility of the PBL supplier where it is inspected first. Also the on-equipment replacement 
activity results in a serviceable asset. The break down structure is provided in the figure below.  
 
Figure 5 On- and off-equipment repair or replacement break down structure 
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To make an informed decision between repairing and replacing components, a comparison of 
the following aspects is made:  
1. Costs. 
2. Duration time. 
3. Availability.  
4. (Extra) Life time. 
 
These aspects can only be compared if all are translated to value. Also at this level, when the 
delta between repairing and replacing is fractional5), the PBL supplier can decide to execute the 
most costly option. Other criteria, like availability of knowledge, preferences of the workforce, 
changeability of the maintenance processes can be of influence.   
 
The first aspect is the value of costs, which is relatively easy to translate into a total amount.  
 
1. Costs 
The costs of the maintenance activities consist of: 
• Spares in (replenishment) pipeline (these spares are in transit). 
• Spares on stock. 
• Maintenance Man hours, including repair time to prepare, execute and closure of the 
repair activity.  
• Investment, see below. 
 
The investment in infrastructure of the repair and replacement facility (including data, test and 
support equipment, licenses, etc.) should be distributed over all MRO activities. Several 
methods to distribute these costs are available, including: 
• Activity Based Costing: direct and indirect costs are distributed to end products based 
on activities.  
• Distribution code: fixed distribution of costs, based on number of employees, square 
feet or others.  
• Cost centre method: costs are distributed between three cost centres: - utility cost 
centre (i.e. general costs or housing costs) - Independent cost centre (i.e. departments 
administration or technical services) – Main cost centre (i.e. production). 
• Storage method: The storage rate is applicable to the direct cost as a percentage above 
the total direct costs. The percentage covers the indirect costs.  
 
                                                    
5) The exact amount is to be decided by the PBL supplier.  
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At the end phase of a PBL contract the PBL supplier is responsible for initial spares 
provisioning and spares stocks at Organisational Level Maintenance (OLM) and Depot Level 
Maintenance (DLM). For the simplicity of the discussion above, these costs are not taken into 
account.  
 
The cost of a replacement also includes an investment component. The investment concerns the 
costs of the component which is replaced. When a component is repaired the used 
(sub)components also must be taken into account. 
 
2. Duration time 
The duration time is the number of effective downtime days of the module or component during 
the maintenance activity including down time due to administrative tasks and logistics delay 
time. The duration time can be valued by a price per day.  
 
3. Availability 
The availability of the module is a particular variable. The PBL supplier must take into account 
the contracted availability and the actual availability. Since the contract displays a price per 
availability, the obtained percentage “extra” availability can be valued. When the contracted 
availability is not obtained a malus regulation is applied. At the opposite, when the contracted 
availability is obtained (during a specified period) the bonus regulation is applicable. Assuming 
a replacement activity has a short duration in comparison with a repair activity, a replacement is 
preferred when the availability is below the required availability.  
 
4. (Extra) life time 
The extra life time is valued by a price per day multiplied by the number of days to the next 
maintenance event. It is a trade off between all above mentioned elements. An algorithm, which 
calculates the optimal maintenance schedule, should be matured during the duration of the 
contract. In the early stages of the contract, the correctness of the algorithm used should be 
checked in order to resolve shortcomings in the algorithm and enhance the algorithm. The 
algorithm should read like: 
 
 
When all costs are distributed the repair or replace decision can be made, comparing the value 
of these two cost drivers. The basic idea behind this is that no useful life should be unused/idle 
and therefore wasted. The check is done via empirical usage data of the asset. Technology will 
support the estimation of the number of days to the next maintenance interval. PHM (see section 
Time Life A   Time)(Duration   Costs)(Repair +=+
A = availability 
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2.4) can help to make an estimation of the next maintenance interval. PHM data gives the 
maintainer (maintenance manager) the opportunity to prioritise between maintenance activities.  
 
Maintenance planning 
The maintenance planning is based upon certain relatively fixed time intervals. These fixed 
intervals should move towards a dynamic maintenance planning in order to achieve a more 
dedicated planning where maintenance is dependent of the use of the asset. In the currently used 
Maintenance Planning Document the MRO intervals and the subsequent maintenance activities 
are prescribed. To make maintenance more efficient some maintenance activities in near future, 
are combined with current activities, in order to decrease the shared preparation activities. 
Therefore not every component will have reached end of life and life is wasted.  
Several (technological) aids can help to plan more efficient and flexible like PHM, availability 
and reliability algorithms, and a flexible workforce (number of people as well as knowledge). 
The idea of module matching (see section 3.2.2) can also be used in this dynamic maintenance 
planning. Finally, the contract horizon also plays a role, because a costly and lengthy overhaul 
is not preferred close to the end of the contract.  
 
3.3.3 Centre of Competence: Rapid Development Team 
Within the aviation industry in the proposed PBL situation the Supply Chain is a priori 
dominated by the OEM, whereas the supplier had traditionally a central position. The PBL 
supplier has some opportunities to reclaim its position. One is the establishment of a Centre of 
Competence (COC). Although the OEM is responsible for a smoothly functioning Supply Chain 
within aviation industry, a Rapid Development Team (RDT) must take advantage of quick wins 
and develop new repair techniques or modifications in order to enhance MRO processes. The 
RDT should have in-depth knowledge of the asset and the team should be capable of taking 
advantage of technologies like PHM. Technology enables the RDT to be creative in new 
solutions. The team consists of specialists of the PBL supplier, or are contracted by the PBL 
supplier or the principal. One of the goals is to propose new repair techniques in a pro-active 
manner. In some cases, especially aviation, this cannot be done without the consent of the OEM 
and the Aviation Authority, due to flight safety regulations. The team is a small group of (e.g. 
six) specialists, dedicated to the asset and they develop improvements for the asset. The 
proposal is (must be) available quickly to be submitted to the OEM for approval. Also new 
materials or (design of) components can be subject of research.  
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The PBL supplier only serves a small part of the Supply Chain; the OEM controls the entire 
Supply Chain. By performing a great job in assisting the OEM (with new repair techniques, new 
materials etc.), the PBL supplier can expand the Supply Chain responsibilities and activities. 
With their repair proposals, the OEM can assign more autonomy, a larger part of the supply 
chain or more value added services to the PBL supplier. The motto of the RDT is to be a shared 
‘continuous design improvement team'. The RDT is involved in: 
• Improvement proposals for the design. 
• New repair techniques. 
• Waiver dispositions6): it is important to give advice beyond standard repair techniques 
at every repair level.  
 
The newly developed repair technique should be economically viable to both the PBL supplier 
and the OEM. By applying the new technique for other end users, the PBL supplier as well as 
the OEM gain more profit and are more cost effective. 
 
In order to support the RDT and their developments, the COC is the ideal place to keep record 
of all available data of the assets. Minimum datasets comprises RAM, PHM, HUM, Supply 
Chain data, (maintenance) performance metrics, cost data, and usage profiles.  
 
Reliability Growth Program 
Structural attention should be paid to reliability growth with the help of a Reliability Growth 
Program (RGP). In a formal RGP a reliability goal (or goals) is set and should be achieved 
during the development testing program with the necessary allocation or reallocation of 
resources. Therefore, planning and evaluation are essential factors in a growth process program. 
A comprehensive RGP needs well-structured planning of the assessment techniques. The RGP 
outlines the important long term improvements and the way ahead. Improvements in reliability 
can be achieved by using new materials (e.g. composites), new techniques (e.g. 3D computed 
tomography) or new concepts (e.g. integrated engine blades).  
 
Engineering capability 
An engineering capability is a centralised group of people that have a thorough knowledge and 
understanding of the system’s design and the modules and their major parts. The engineering 
department monitors the actual performance characteristics or data of the asset and maintenance 
processes (such as Operational Load Monitoring) and gives advice to create a better  
                                                    
6) The institutional acceptance of a repair process (or rate) lower or different than the approved repair process (or rate). 
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performance. It analyses problems occurring in maintenance processes, or components with a 
low availability; the availability killers and cost drivers. It solves problems occurring at the 
work floor as well as foreseen future problems. The COC is a perfect place to locate the 
engineering capability.  
 
The engineering capability of the PBL supplier aims at the optimal timing of MRO, to reduce 
the number of events and reduce waste of remaining useful life. In addition, the engineering 
capability aims at new MRO techniques and procedures in order to reduce maintenance effort. 
Important engineering information comes from the configuration of the asset. Configuration 
Management and related to that Obsolescence management is described in the next sections.  
 
3.3.4 Configuration Management 
Configuration Management (CM) includes the following activities: 
1. Configuration Identification – configuration of the asset (unique identifiable 
components). 
2. Change Control – Control necessary changes of the asset. 
3. Status Accounting – Accounting for revision status of the asset, including information 
for reporting and analysing. 
4. Configuration Reviews en Audits – Product integrity and the execution of CM to all 
components. 
 
Distinction between as built and as maintained configuration should be visible. CM is 
instrumental to keep track of commonality between all end users.  
 
When performing an engineering analysis of the asset or component it is essential to have the 
correct data of the actual configuration of the system available. Improvements and their 
implications can be applicable to a particular component or production lot of components in a 
specific configuration. A good CM system is able to pinpoint that particular component or lot of 
components and select all matching assets. Also the 'best' configuration can be proposed, for 
example resulting in the highest reliability. The challenge of administrating the configuration is 
to keep control of the current asset, while all components are constantly being replaced or even 
modified. The PBL supplier should then be able to use the configuration information to either 
indicate the extended life time in case of repairing or to indicate the life-time extension in case 
of replacing a specific component. 
 
The technology of CM should support the CM process in such a way that the configuration 
status of the part or component is available (near) real time, and gives insight into the history, 
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part numbers, and modifications of the component. In particular PHM needs the correct 
information of the components to calculate the health status. PHM demands an exact insight 
into the hardware break down structure, the history of figures of usage and maintenance, and the 
compilation of systems in subsystems. Sometimes a complete overview of the configuration of a 
system is hardly possible, due to the complexity of the system.  
 
DMSMS risk 
Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Material Shortages (DMSMS) is the loss, or 
impending loss, of the last known manufacturer or supplier of raw materials and other critical 
components for production or repair parts. DMSMS problems are an increasing concern as the 
service lives of capital goods such as DoD/MoD weapon systems and support equipment are 
extended and the product life cycle for high technology components decreases. In a PBL 
situation, the responsibility for DMSMS is shifted from the end user to the PBL supplier.  
Technology can help reduce obsolescence problems and provides solutions (see below) and a 
pro-active answer to DMSMS. A good insight into new technologies, products, and materials is 
necessary. The PBL supplier must be aware of all DMSMS risks and react in advance on 
possible obsolescence issues.  
 
DMSMS concerns controlling risks of unavailability of a component. DMSMS risks can be 
included in a contract with the OEM which states that components must be available during the 
whole life time of the system, or timely alerts are provided. This is most likely a costly solution.  
There are reactive and pro-active strategies to control DMSMS risks. Examples of a reactive 
strategy are: 
• Cannibalisation. 
• Design revision including parametric change7), emulation8 (whether or not applicable to 
the PBL supplier), partial equipment re-design or equipment replacement. An 
assessment of the need of re-qualification/re-certification is elementary. 
 
                                                    
7) A search on the CM database with the parameters of the item, can lead to just a few matches. Initially, the design authority can 
identify more suitable applicable operational circumstances. The airworthiness authority must assess the solution prescribed by 
the OEM. 
8) Purchasing of the production and Intellectual Property Rights in order to redesign and sell “obsolete” parts. 
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An obsolescence plan9) should be developed in an early stage of the sustainment phase of an 
asset. A reactive strategy does not influence the support policy, since it is only applicable when 
it occurs. Some examples of a pro-active strategy are: 
• The conscious decision to have no pro-active strategy. 
• Define and standardise all interfaces between modules: technology transparency. 
• Monitor the availability and obtainability of the parts. For example, the parts with a 
single supplier. 
• Plan to upgrade the equipment at defined intervals. 
• Life-time buy, when it is obvious that the part is subject to obsolescence.  
 
The balance between risk, solutions, and costs is very delicate and the PBL supplier should 
watch the indicators carefully. 
 
                                                    
9) A description of the strategies for the identification and mitigation of the effects of obsolescence through all stages of the life 
of equipment. 
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An ICT software tool like 
RAMLOG (ref. 5) can be used to 
compare design RAM data with 
operational RAM data. RAMLOG 
has been developed to simulate 
logistics support and provide 
solutions to reliability, 
availability, maintainability and 
logistics engineering issues. The 
tool is developed to apply the 
military standard for design of 
logistics support based on 
Logistics Support Analysis (LSA) 
and the associated military 
standard format for database 
records (LSAR). The tool also 
supports management of 
resources and failure analysis 
(Failure Mode, Effects and 
Criticality Analysis). 
 
4 Information and Communication Technology 
4.1 Introduction  
In this chapter the role of ICT in areas of performance, processes, management and 
organisation, and technology is discussed. The influence of ICT on technology is evident. 
Moreover a separate technology section deals with ICT tools used to provide the operator with 
dedicated information of performances of the fleet or a particular aircraft to support logistics 
and maintenance activities.  
 
4.2 Performance management  
Part of performance management is to deliver achieved performance levels (metrics) including 
root causes for deviations to gain and improve business insight, to support decision making 
(tactical performance), management of supply chain 
processes (operational performance), and management of the 
technical performance of an asset. It is based on financial, 
operations, and workforce what-if analyses, standard legal, 
financial and statutory account reporting, planning, 
budgeting, forecasting, strategy and risk management and 
balanced scorecards.  
 
ICT is supporting performance management at the following 
aspects: 
• Management information (dash boards, cockpits, 
etc.). 
• What-if analysis. 
• Information services.  
 
Management Information 
A dashboard is a strategic planning and management system that is used to align business 
activities to the vision and strategy of the organisation, improve internal and external 
communications, and monitor organisation performance against strategic goals. 
Preferably an IT system is available to present the results to management in a top level 
overview, which can be drilled down to show the details and to make performance killers 
visible.  
 
The dashboard supports management of technical performance measures, by showing 
condensed/aggregated technical performance information either by averaging, predetermined 
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formulas, setting bandwidths or confidence intervals (x percent of the time a constraint will be 
satisfied) or minimum / maximum allowed values during a given period of performance. 
Measuring the performance of the own organisation starts with a Statement of Work (SOW) or 
Objectives (SOO) with agreed supply chain performance measures, targets on (to be delivered) 
performance outcome, and reporting requirements. The performance is base lined from 
historical top level metrics in the “new” metrics, evaluated and analysed. It is measured how 
well the customer requirements are met and whether the targets are met all the time. Using the 
available measured data, a root cause or Pareto analysis is performed to determine what the 
main reasons are that targets are not met and, in response to that, short term and long term 
actions are taken pro-actively to reach targets in the future as required. To assess the details of 
any deviations a root cause analysis is required with “business intelligence like” drill-down 
capability. Functionality of root cause analysis software should include assignment of 
consequence quantities to each study, and an unlimited number of consequence categories. In 
addition, it is possible to differentiate between actual and potential consequences, which are 
essential when documenting the risk of minor losses or near misses. 
 
An example of a What-if analysis 
The performance of the engine has to be assessed to deliver an engine according to operational 
requirements after maintenance and to predict physical degradation, thermodynamic 
performance and potential failures, e.g. using an adaptive gas path analysis tool. Many problems 
in an engine originate from thermodynamic (pressure and temperature) performance problems 
of components in the “gas path”, hence the name gas path analysis tool in which each engine 
component is simulated by a model. The tool is used to adapt a generic engine gas path model to 
measurement values with the aim to monitor and trend engine performance, isolate faults, detect 
causes for deviations from expected operational behaviour, and predict engine life based on 
engine usage.  
 
Information services 
Performance management is used to setup and manage the supply chain, to determine the supply 
chain standard specifications, and to determine payments and performance incentive fees. The 
OEM as well as the PBL supplier has to become acclimatised to the new relationship. By using 
tools for secure collaboration with real-time exchange of data between organisations within the 
supply chain, the new relationship can be established. This approach requires an investment in a 
good quality of collaborative relationships between the partners in the value/supply chain. It 
also requires that a supply chain operational strategy (ref. 6) is institutionalised between the 
partners to support collaboration.  
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4.3 Processes 
 
4.3.1 Process oriented ICT support 
ICT at the depot level maintenance supports processes like MRO, logistics (warehouse 
management, transport and distribution), human resource and product management, inventory 
management, and financial accounting. These processes are best modelled using a common 
reference point for organisations involved in the supply chain; an example is the Supply Chain 
Operations Reference (SCOR) model which is applied in both military and industrial 
organisations.  
Figure 6 The five distinctive management processes of the SCOR model (see refs 3 and 4) 
 
An example of a SCOR, see Figure 6, recommended best practice for the retail industry is 
Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR). CPFR is a concept that aims to 
Supply Chain Alignment 
In the ideal PBL situation, the PBL principal and the PBL supplier are both focused on 
enabling Total Asset Visibility (TAV) throughout the entire supply chain and to 
coordinate ICT efforts in order to establish a seamless undisturbed flow of assets and 
supply chain information between these organisations. This requires operational 
linking of resources, assets, and supply chain processes over all participants. The 
development and implementation of an ICT supply chain operational strategy is 
required to configure and align supply chain elements and to create supply chain 
visibility. These efforts are instrumental to reduce cost and to deliver the required 
performance outcomes securely in all circumstances.  
 
The supply chain operational strategy is set up to support operational management 
of the day-to-day asset sustainment execution and to use/provide the capability to 
make good enterprise decisions during the whole life cycle of the asset, with an ICT 
focus on (real-time) shared information with interoperable data and ICT systems 
leveraged across all participants in the supply chain (see ref. 6). The supply chain 
operational strategy connects the PBL sustainment strategy for an asset to cross-
enterprise supply chain approaches that produce best value for the PBL principals 
(governments and industries). ICT is used to establish links between processes in the 
supply chain and to control, manage, and improve the usage of assets and the flow of 
information between PBL supplier and principal. 
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enhance supply chain integration. CPFR seeks cooperative management of inventory through 
joint visibility and replenishment of products throughout the supply chain. The information 
shared between suppliers and retailers aids in planning and satisfying customer demands 
through a supportive ICT system. As an example of the ideal PBL situation, the MRO 
organisation/PBL supplier has access to a demand forecast based on health status and planned 
operational service activities of the asset. The forecast is input to ICT systems (Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP), Product Data Management (PDM) see section 4.5.3, Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM)) to perform accurate work order planning and resource 
allocation to order. CRM is a strategy for managing and maintaining interactions with 
customers and sales prospects. The CRM system uses a dashboard or balanced scorecard to 
show collaboration metrics collected from supplier’s performance. A next step is to measure the 
outcome of internal CRM processes/activities and to improve their performance. 
 
ICT replaces flows of information (paper) with electronic flows, such as invoicing, exchanging 
of data and information. An Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system is such an example of 
an integrated computer-based application used to manage internal and external resources, 
including tangible assets, financial resources, materials, and human resources.  
In a (non-PBL) traditional approach the customer/end-user, supplier, and MRO organisations 
are less engaged: 
• To align the demand/supply forecast; 
• To track items within the supply chain; 
• To enable efficient work order planning; 
• To achieve perfect order fulfilment (assets delivered on time, to order, defect free, and 
with correct documentation);  
• To drive down the number of activities and transactions. 
 
In this approach, demand/supply and stock mismatch causes stock levels to be either too high or 
too low and, ultimately, will cause delays and cost overruns. Also, human resources are not 
monitored to ensure personnel qualities, qualifications, and availability.  
 
Some first process-oriented ICT support in a PBL environment can be realised by creating asset 
visibility in the supply chain, i.e. through the use of two enabling techniques: Item Unique 
Identifications (IUID) and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID). These techniques allow shop 
floor control and establish production material and asset status visibility within the ERP system 
and therefore the supply chain. RFID is also used to manage order-picking operations in 
warehouses. IUID are only used for items purchased under U.S. Department of Defence 
contracts including Foreign Military Sales (FMS) contracts. 
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RFID technology is based on embedding a small chip with an antenna into a tag on a vehicle, 
container, pallet, case or package containing items. A RFID chip can be battery powered to 
actively and always emit its information to monitor environmental conditions or be woken-up 
by the RFID reader and then emits the tag information (called semi-passive). When the RFID 
chip is not battery powered (called passive), the antenna draws power from the magnetic field 
generated from radiation sent by the RFID reader and then emits the information. Figure 7 
represents the process of using RFID technology in the supply chain. 
 
Figure 7 Use of RFID technology to track items in a military aviation supply chain 
 
An IUID is attached (via a label or data plate) or directly marked via a direct part mark on an 
item, using an encoded two-dimensional data matrix to carry all IUID data elements that define 
a (globally unique and unambiguous) Unique Item Identifier (UII) assigned to the item (see 
Figure 8). The UII is a string of characters including letters and numbers and composed from 
Commercial And Government Entity (CAGE) Code, Serial Number, and Original Part Number. 
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Figure 8 Relationship between RFID tag and an IUID data matrix on an item 
 
The RFID tag holds much more data than any bar code symbology and can be read and written 
to thousands of times, acting as a portable database. Unlike bar codes and IUIDs, RFID tags can 
very quickly and easily be read without the extra time and labour to reorient the item the tag is 
on.  
 
A warehouse management system often utilises Auto ID Data Capture (AIDC) technology, such 
as barcode scanners, mobile computers, wireless LANs and potentially RFID to efficiently 
monitor the flow of products. Once data has been collected, there is either a batch 
synchronisation with, or a real-time wireless transmission to a central database. The database 
can provide useful reports about the status of goods in the warehouse. 
 
Tighter inventory control and optimised inventory replenishment - based on local and global 
demand, long term and short term forecast, and required amount of procurement lead time - are 
the challenges that a MRO organisation has to tackle when it has to set up warehouses in target 
locations and keep total cost of ownership low at the MRO. With the help of information 
technology mentioned above, the PBL supplier is able to support the process efficiently. 
 
RFID Tag (Item Package Level)
IUID Data Matrix (Item Level)
RFID Tag (Pallet Level)
RFID Tag (Case Level)
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4.3.2 Controlling the MRO process 
The MRO process comprises the following aspects:  
• Demand forecast of MRO: the MRO process is monitored precisely, so that 
consumption (of consumables and repairables) is monitored and predicted and the order 
fulfilment cares for timely delivery. Registration of consumption of assets is mandatory; 
• Workflow control: the MRO process is monitored with a workflow system offering all 
benefits of workflow control, such as alerting and progress tracking, and also  
o Work order planning is an integrated part of the workflow; and 
o Allocation of resources to work orders: consumption/utilisation of resources is 
available when the resources are allocated to work orders.  
• Track & trace of resources ("shop floor control"): resources are visible by using RFID. 
RFID is used to manage order-picking operations in the warehouse. The techniques 
allow shop floor control and establish production material and asset status visibility 
with the ERP system.  
• Calculate and optimise stock (stock control).  
 
ERP systems are supporting these aspects.  
 
4.3.3 Controlling distribution and transport  
Transportation and distribution benefit from RFID integrated in the ERP system. It allows for 
Total Asset Visibility in the Supply Chain, which makes it possible to track and trace 
components, resources, and spare parts. Furthermore it supports the retrograde processes. 
Retrograde is a process for the movement of equipment and materiel from a (deployed) theatre 
(repair facility) to a Reset (replace, recapitalise, or repair) programme or to another theatre of 
operations to replenish unit stocks or satisfy stock requirements. Equipment is redistributed in 
accordance with theatre priorities to meet mission requirements within Areas Of Responsibility 
(AORs) and hence Ministry of Defence (MoD) requirements worldwide. In order to keep 
availability high, a fast moving retrograde source is necessary.  
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Figure 9 Process oriented ICT support in a PPP/PBL environment 
 
In Figure 9 the support ICT systems in a PBL 
environment are linked to each other. A central 
position is granted for the warehouse management 
related systems. The underlying database systems 
store demands, forecasts, and stock information. 
At the top level RAM data is the central flow of 
information, from the user to the update of the 
PDM system.  
 
4.3.4 Management of required resources 
Management of required resources comprises the efficient and effective deployment of an 
organisation's resources when they are needed. In the realm of project management, processes, 
techniques and philosophies that constitute the best approach for allocating resources, have been 
developed.  
 
The goal of management of resources is to realise a good utilisation rate and availability of 
resources, smooth the stock of resources on hand and to reduce both excess inventories and 
For example Joint Logistics Analysis Tool (JTAL), 
http://www.almc.army.mil/alog/issues/JulAug09/
links.html, is a comprehensive tool to make 
detailed logistics forecasts for several classes of 
supply. JTAL relies on a robust data centre that 
pulls historical data, equipment density data 
from program executive offices and project 
managers, usage data from the Operating and 
Support Management, unit structure 
information, and current national inventory 
positions from the (Joint) Total Asset Visibility 
tool, which is part of the Department of Defense 
Asset Visibility tool, 
http://www.dlis.dla.mil/av.asp. 
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shortages. The required data are: the actual and forecasted demands for various resources as 
well as the resources' configurations required in those demands, and the supply of the resources, 
with forecast by time period into the future as far as reasonable. 
 
The goal is to achieve a high utilisation rate which still allows for flexibility to react to 
fluctuations in demands. 100% utilisation is very unlikely, when weighted by important metrics 
and subject to constraints, e.g.: meeting a minimum service level, but otherwise minimising 
cost. 
 
The basic idea is to invest in resources as stored capabilities, and then unleash these capabilities 
when demanded in the primary MRO process: 
• Maintenance of Test and Support Equipment (T&SE) and means of production: the 
tools and equipment also need maintenance. This is planned in such a way that the 
disturbances of the primary process are minimal. 
• Personnel (e.g. qualifications and currencies): Human resource management includes a 
dimension of human resource development by which an investment in human resources 
can be retained through a small additional investment to develop a new capability that is 
demanded; the development of the new capability within the existing workforce might 
be cheaper than disposing the current workforce and replacing it with another that has 
the demanded capability. 
 
4.3.5 Logistics analysis (tools) 
Logistics analysis is effective at two levels: arranging and 
performing. At arranging level various what-if scenarios 
regarding what is the best location, or infrastructure are 
elaborated. Logistics analysis involves the use of numerous 
quantitative techniques, strategic and tactical planning for 
the organisation of the supply chain logistics. It involves 
logistical aspects such as network design and forecasting. 
At performing level diagnostics about the effects and the 
results are analysed, like inventory control and 
warehousing. The purpose of the use of tools is to evaluate 
and assess the logistics impact of proposed changes in 
logistics management procedures, to solve supply chain 
configuration issues, and set rules for processes and stocks.  
Logistics analysis consists of the integration of inventory, 
facility location, transportation, packaging activities and 
informational flow for the purpose of managing an 
The RAMLOG ICT tool, see also section 
4.2, offers a logistics support 
simulation capability to optimise 
detailed requirements to MRO tasks 
(i.e. spare parts, support equipment, 
personnel, facilities). A more complex 
supportability model and ICT tool is the 
Logistics Composite Model (LCOM) 
which is a Monte Carlo simulation 
based tool. LCOM is applicable in a 
military environment and can be used 
to conduct capability assessments, for 
example to identify the effect of 
logistics resources (primarily 
maintenance personnel, equipment, 
facilities, and spare parts) on sortie 
generation. Or, to determine the 
number of supporting 
resources/spares and the values of 
other reliability, maintainability, and 
supportability characteristics required 
to reach and maintain a given sortie 
generation rate. 
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effective physical flow of outbound and inbound goods and services. The complete cost and 
system approach are developed for planning and managing the various logistical functions that 
are prevalent within the organisation. It may be dependent on the techniques of basic sampling 
and data analysis. This may involve the use of questionnaires and online or electronic ways of 
gathering information. 
 
4.3.6 Warehouse management 
Warehouse management aims to control the movement and storage of materials within a 
warehouse and to handle order processing and logistics management. The warehouse 
management system also directs and optimises the stock storage location based on real-time 
information about the status of bin utilisation. 
The objective of a warehouse management system is to provide a set of computerised 
procedures to handle the receipt of goods and returns into a warehouse facility, to manage the 
logical representation of the physical storage facilities (bins, shelves, boxes, racks, skids, rooms, 
warehouses), to manage the stock within the facility and to enable a seamless link to order 
processing and logistics management in order to pick, pack, and ship product out of the facility. 
The warehouse management systems could be included in the ERP system or supply chain 
execution suite. This system provides means for:  
• Shelf management. 
• Storage location. 
• Order picking. 
 
4.4 Management and Organisation  
 
Management of relationships 
In an ideal PBL environment, cost of ownership of assets is shifted to the PBL supplier. To limit 
this risk, demand and supply information is securely shared and exchanged, see section 4.5.5, 
between the PBL principal, the PBL supplier and its suppliers. The PBL supplier can then 
further diminish this risk by providing suppliers a method to review the PBL supplier’s demand 
and supply plans, allowing the suppliers to update their supply plans, and finally compare the 
supplier updates with customer demand and supply plans and adjust these plans accordingly. 
To be prepared for off-ramps, an exit strategy should be in place to end troubled relationships. 
The exit strategy should flow down to security requirements and access rights to shared 
information with customers, partners and suppliers. 
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Sales and marketing 
A CRM system uses information technology to organise, automate, and synchronise business 
processes such as sales and marketing activities, customer service, and technical support. In this 
way CRM information is shared within the own organisation. The CRM system collects and 
gives access to customer history information such as pricing data and sales/repair orders. CRM 
implies also assessing supplier market segments on cost, state of relationship (such as new, 
existing (healthy/troubled), and critical (such as absence of alternatives, performance, and 
profitability). And in case of partnership, it requires an independent review and overview to 
provide an objective assessment of the partnership as it is strongly related to rewarding 
performance. 
 
Customer Service and Support 
A CRM system includes complaint management as part of customer service and technical 
support. It is recognised that service and support are important factors in attracting and retaining 
customers, therefore complaint management helps to improve clients’ experience. A customer 
help desk and a knowledge base with asset history on technical and service issues and validated 
resolution best practices are means to accomplish best value to complaint management. 
 
4.5 Technology 
 
4.5.1 Engineering data management  
Engineering data management concerns centralised collection and storage of RAM data and 
RAM failure drivers such as operational engine loads and usage data. The asset’s loads and 
usage data are acquired and monitored with an Operational Load Monitoring system. 
Operational RAM data is stored with the asset product information in the Product Data 
Management (PDM) or Product Logistics Management (PLM) systems; the PDM/PLM system 
also contains the engineering design RAM data, i.e. the engineering design of an asset is such 
that its components and materials will meet the asset’s RAM data requirements specification 
(such as mean time between failure). 
In a non-PBL environment, for example, the main cause of low operational availability is a long 
mean logistics downtime which is accepted as is due to lack of consequences for the supplier to 
reduce the logistics delay. In a PBL environment, the logistics performance requirements and 
top level reliability metrics are established; the PBL contract contains acceptable and do-able 
incentives to improve system readiness based on a reliability growth program, see section 3.3.3. 
In a PBL environment, it is common practice to measure maintenance project performance in 
outcome/throughput, on time deliveries and daily task completion instead of man-hours. Also 
critical paths in the logistics chain are determined and known to PBL principal and supplier(s). 
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To add value it is important to measure the throughput or TAT of the transported, distributed, 
and maintained assets or components. A properly developed value chain dashboard is 
instrumental to monitor and control asset performance in a maintenance environment.  
 
Asset oriented ICT support 
Asset oriented ICT support in the supply chain is about managing product data enterprise wide 
with ICT systems. An example is a PDM system, also called Product Lifecycle Management 
(PLM) system. PDM/PLM manages engineering and product design data and their relationships 
throughout a product life cycle and enables enterprise wide, secure, controllable collaboration 
on product data. If a PBL supplier manufactures/modifies (own) assets, a PDM system is 
actually required and it supports creation of technical data and technical documentation of those 
assets. 
 
A PDM system maintains the asset product structure (or hardware break down structure) which 
shows the material, component parts subassemblies and other items in a hierarchical structure 
that represents the grouping of items on an assembly drawing or the grouping of items that 
come together at a stage in the manufacturing process. The Bill of Materials (BOM) is a 
structured list of an asset and is a product structure that captures (in short) the asset, its 
assemblies, their quantities and relationships. 
 
PDM includes product structure management which handles revision and version control for as 
delivered, as built, and as maintained product data. On top of that, the PDM system covers 
change management of technical data and configuration management for engineering items and 
Bill of Materials maintenance/revision control. In addition, technical document and content 
creation and management, parts and Serialised Item Management (with unique identification of 
electronic components), are all integrated with Computer Aided Design, Computer Aided 
Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems to include 2D and 3D engineering drawings in product 
documentation, engineering orders (product design) and work orders. Note that Serialised Item 
Management is defined as the ability to make attribute data about specific items and their 
respective total populations readily and timely available and to be created and used with great 
ease.  
 
This kind of data management influences PBL via the enablers of spares pooling and PHM. 
PDM also contains a capability to manage workflows, processes, and projects. This capability 
provides work break down structures for engineering and maintenance work orders, allows 
coordination between processes, resource scheduling, and project tracking and allows to create, 
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perform, and control auditable maintenance processes with planned tasks and events (changing 
from in-work state, to under-review, to released state). 
 
In the ideal PBL environment, specific for an asset such as an engine, the engineering data of 
assets returned for MRO also includes health management data of the engine supported by an 
OEM advanced engine life management system, ranging from standard engine usage, 
diagnostics, and monitoring data to (next generation) engine prognostic health management data 
based on filtered health reporting/fault codes, trending data, time to maintenance/inspection and 
remaining life data. To perform MRO on a returned asset its current and historical engineering 
data, performance, and up-to-date technical data have to be collected and maintained by the 
PBL supplier. Once MRO has been performed, the PBL supplier has to deliver the asset with 
up-to-date engineering data, maintenance report data, and evaluated engine health data after 
MRO tests have been performed. In an ideal PBL environment the OEM is featured as the prime 
supplier to ship current and historical Engine Life Management data and engine performance 
data with the engine to the PBLsupplier/MRO organisation. In a non-PBL environment engine 
performance data are collected by the military service and by the OEM.  
 
In a PBL environment it is desirable to have automated configuration control at the asset and 
propulsion system level, whereas in a non-PBL environment there is limited automated support 
(if any) for configuration management of the as-maintained configuration (e.g. in tying technical 
data documentation reliably to the as-maintained configuration).  
 
Engine technical documentation and performance data are in 
most cases (but not all) online available at secured engine OEM 
portal sites. Getting access to collected performance data requires 
secure collaboration with the OEM contractors. For some 
propulsion systems, technical documentation such as 
maintenance manuals and service information bulletins/letters is 
nowadays distributed on CD-ROM or DVD (and updated at a 
pace dictated by the OEM), or made available online. 
 
Specifically, in the F135/F136 PBL 
environment, the current and 
historical engineering data and 
technical data are available via 
the F-35 Autonomic Logistics 
Information System (ALIS). This 
is the information infrastructure 
in which several dedicated ICT 
tools are integrated and 
accessible. It is able to transmit 
aircraft health and maintenance 
action information to the 
appropriate users. Operators 
have the ability to plan ahead, 
to maintain, to assess and 
sustain its systems over the life 
of the air vehicle. 
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4.5.2 Asset or Product Lifecycle Management 
Asset or Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) accurately tracks the current and historical 
changes of the configuration of assets or products and their components. PLM provides various 
capabilities: 
• Provides a real-time calculation of both an asset's build and a component's life, with 
benefits such as improved compliance regulations and reduced operating costs. 
• Active asset and life cycle accounting, providing improved compliance for regulated 
industries, while helping to increase reliability and accountability. 
• Configuration management, which accurately tracks the current and historical views of 
transactional changes of the configuration of assets and their components. 
• Component life accounting, deriving build and component life data from transactional 
logs, allowing conflict detection and resolution, unlimited backdated changes to 
install/remove and usage records, and on-the-fly historical at-the-time asset build and 
component life views. 
• Operational status management, providing an accurate overall fleet status by comparing 
an actual asset's build to its intended configuration and the status of the asset's 
maintenance plan. 
• Definition of as-designed allowable asset builds, including the ability to track design 
changes and Logistic Support Analysis Record (LSAR) data. 
• The ability to accurately perform system and component analysis and reporting to 
support improved reliability and lower maintenance costs. 
 
PLM is an enabler for PBL, because it helps to keep up performance during the whole life cycle 
of the asset or product when several co-existing configurations have to be maintained. 
 
4.5.3 Product Data Management  
PDM is focused on capturing and maintaining information on products and/or services through 
its development and useful life. Typical information managed in the PDM module includes: 
• Part number. 
• Part description. 
• Supplier/vendor. 
• Vendor part number and description. 
• Unit of measure. 
• Cost or price. 
• Schematic or CAD drawing. 
• Material data sheets. 
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Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing 
Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) tools merge many different aspects of 
the PLM, including design, analysis using Finite Element Analysis (FEA), manufacturing, 
production planning, product testing using virtual lab models and visualisation, product 
documentation, product support. CAD/CAM encompasses a broad range of tools, both those 
commercially available and those which are proprietary to the PBL supplier or engineering 
OEM. In a PBL environment the CAD/CAM tools support the production/MRO processes.  
 
(Technical) Documentation  
Management of the (technical) documentation is an essential product data supporting process. 
Technical documentation comprises: 
• Asset/Product Manuals / Technical orders/ supplements; 
• Illustrated Parts Catalogues; 
• Service Bulletins. 
 
If under a PBL contract, technical documentation has to be provided by the PBL supplier based 
on the technical documentation from government sources and/or Commercial Off-The-Shelf 
products, then incompleteness of documentation or proprietary information are a PBL risk area.  
In a PBL environment, a PDM system supports development, maintenance, and delivery of 
technical documentation.  
 
4.5.4 Health management 
Health management is the integration of data collection, monitoring, and data analysis with 
maintenance, the supply chain, and operations, which is the key to maximising asset availability 
and logistics efficiency.  
 
Figure 10 Health management in support of aircraft availability 
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Health management is realised with web-based decision support tools which are offered as a 
service by the various aircraft OEM. When Health management comprises PHM, see section 
2.4, it is called Prognostics and Health Management.  
 
In this section several IT systems are described. 
 
Airplane Health Management (AHM) 
The Airplane Health Management (AHM) system monitors the in-flight condition of the 
aircraft. It has the ability to track in-flight faults and make real-time operational decisions 
regarding maintenance, in order to deploy the necessary people, parts and equipment to address 
the issue before it becomes an operational problem. Airplane Health Management will allow the 
operator to gather and evaluate critical real-time data on the flying condition of the aircraft with 
enhanced decision support, troubleshooting and historical fix success information that can be 
used to minimise schedule interruptions and increase maintenance efficiency. AHM comprises 
three decision support tools: 
• Real-Time Fault Management  
With the aircraft still en route, in-flight faults are communicated to the ground and 
diagnosed by AHM, allowing to make real-time operational decisions regarding 
maintenance and to deploy the necessary people, parts, and equipment to mitigate the 
issue. 
• Performance Monitoring  
To support aircraft fuel efficiency initiatives and optimise flight planning, AHM 
analyses and trends aircraft cruise performance data. This includes prioritised 
information regarding fuel efficiency, emission levels, and other performance factors. 
This decision tool allows the operator to manage technical performance, see section 4.2. 
• Custom Alerting and Analysis  
Customer-specified monitoring and alerting of any data transmitted from the airplane to 
address developing aircraft system issues. AHM automatically monitors, collects, and 
transmits service levels using the Aircraft Communication and Reporting System 
(ACARS) through the installed Aircraft Condition Monitoring System (ACMS), Engine 
Indication and Crew Alerting System (EICAS), or Electronic Centralised Aircraft 
Monitor (ECAM) system. This includes tire pressure, oxygen pressure, hydraulic fluid, 
Auxiliary Power Unit (APU), and engine oil levels. Consumption trends are tracked to 
facilitate maintenance planning, calculate optimal service intervals, or provide 
supplemental information to the Extended Range Operation with Two-engine Airplanes 
(ETOPS) program. 
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All three of these (Boeing) AHM decision support tools can interface with engine OEM health 
monitoring services to provide Engine Condition Monitoring Alerts by linking Web-based 
systems and enabling operator personnel to see engine-OEM-generated alerts alongside AHM-
generated information. 
 
AIRcraft Maintenance ANalysis (AIRMAN) 
Airbus has a similar support functionality as AHM in its AIRcraft Maintenance ANalysis 
(AIRMAN) software tool which is Airbus’ real-time health monitoring tool that enables 
operators troubleshooting of aircraft and to optimise line maintenance to three types of usage 
parameters - calendar (days, months or years)/hourly (flight hours)/cyclic (flight cycles). The 
on-board Centralised Fault Display System (CFDS) is linked via the ACARS communication 
system to download real-time fault data to the on-ground AIRMAN tool and a maintenance 
decision tool (Rep@air Manager) for fast assessment and decision for repair. In this way, fault 
analysis and parts logistics are done before the aircraft lands. 
 
Aircraft Health Analysis, Diagnosis and Prognosis (AHeAD-PRO) 
Embraer has introduced an Aircraft Health Analysis, Diagnosis and Prognosis (AHeAD-PRO) 
decision support tool with predictive maintenance, notification, diagnostics, prognostics, and 
troubleshooting capabilities, which is an extension of Embraer’s AHeAD tool. 
 
Centralised Maintenance Health Monitoring System (CMHMS) 
Bombardier is developing an Aircraft Health Management System (AHMS), formerly named 
Centralised Maintenance Health Monitoring System (CMHMS), that relies on ACARS and 
satellite communication, for the CSeries aircraft and that will provide real-time information 
about the entire aircraft to ensure enhanced diagnostics and prognostics. The AMHS will help to 
drive down direct maintenance cost and in such is a PBL enabler, i.e. it allows Bombardier to 
offer a maintenance programme on a fixed cost-per-flight hour basis. 
 
Summarising it is obvious that health monitoring is an essential competence in supporting 
troubleshooting of failures. It also helps improving the supply chain by preparing spare parts 
before the aircraft lands, or before the asset arrives at the repair facility. 
 
4.5.5 Integration of ICT systems 
Integration of ICT systems covers data exchange and data interfacing between organisations, 
secure collaboration between organisations, and integration of internal ERP, PDM/PLM, and 
CRM systems. 
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Before starting to establish secure collaboration trust has to be built up between organisations. 
So, in a PBL environment one could start with secure collaboration between trusted partners, 
then set up secure collaboration with customers (explaining the added value to them) and next 
with suppliers by providing them a win-win situation.  
 
ERP integration issues are reduced if only one external interface has to be managed. Best 
practices are to develop and use supply chain applications that support an application 
framework named Service Oriented Architecture which enables services (applications) to be 
used independent of their implementation. 
 
Integration of internal ERP, PDM/PLM, and CRM systems is necessary to deduce information 
from these systems to supply chain performance metrics such as process-to-process transactions 
and planning system parameters (lead times). Integration of these systems is also necessary to 
align common information present in these systems such as a BOM or to share data that is 
stored in one of these systems (principle of one single source of data). A BOM is a structured 
and indented list of an asset and is a product structure that captures (in full) the raw materials, 
assemblies, sub- assemblies, intermediate assemblies, sub-components, components, parts and 
the quantities of each needed to manufacture a (final) product. Dependent on the intended use, a 
BOM can define products as they are designed (engineering bill of materials), ordered (sales bill 
of materials), built (manufacturing bill of materials), or maintained (service bill of materials). 
 
Sharing and interfacing of data 
In a non-PBL environment, supply chain data is generally not shared between customer, 
supplier and own organisation. In a PBL environment, data exchange and data interfacing 
between organisations nurtures supply chain visibility and collaboration. In the end-state PBL, 
visibility spans customer operations, suppliers, distribution, and the own MRO organisation. In 
a best practice PBL, secure real-time collaboration is realised based on one single interface to 
manage. The ultimate goal is to combine customer, suppliers, and own organisation’s supply 
chain management tools and use them to optimise the supply chain operations, e.g., by 
combining supply chain information for asset allocation, logistics planning, mission planning, 
and repair planning. The ultimate achievement of the goal is real-time collaboration with shared 
visibility of resources. 
 
Secure collaboration 
Intensified export control legislation and trade regulations and more stringent business and 
operational security requirements, to protect intellectual property and sensitive data, lead to an 
increased demand for standardised, international secure collaboration. Governments and 
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aerospace and defence industry team together in the Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program 
(TSCP) partnership to develop a standard for secure collaboration with controlled and protected 
information flows throughout the complete supply chain. Control is enforced by digital identity 
and access management. Data is shared on one secured interface to allow real-time collaboration 
between associated government-industry partnerships, with standardised information exchange 
methods (such as secure e-mail, e-forms, messages) and use of supply chain applications to 
create supply chain visibility at the supply and distribution, maintenance, and operational level.  
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5 Conclusions and statements 
5.1 Introduction 
In this report an overview of and opportunities to use the applications (tools, techniques and 
methods) for the PBL supplier to enhance their revenues by using technology in PBL contracts 
for aircraft gas turbine maintenance is given. 
 
5.2 Conclusions  
It is well known that design choices affect essential MRO activities, which influence in turn the 
availability of the asset. Some design choices are decisive for the execution of necessary 
maintenance activities. Performing maintenance on or off equipment directly influences the 
availability of the asset and therefore the metrics arranged in the PBL contract. The decision to 
perform maintenance on or off equipment should be easily made, based on a cost consideration. 
Also the decision to repair or to replace is of influence to the workload of the operational unit. 
The allocation of maintenance events to the two maintenance levels is pre-defined at the design 
table and affects daily maintenance situations where the maintainer decides to repair or replace 
the failed component.   
 
In a PBL situation, the supplier balances the delivered performance and the effectiveness of the 
internal MRO processes. This balance is carefully managed and monitored in order to optimise 
profitability of the contract. Several techniques, such as PHM and HUM are available to support 
the manufacturer and supplier to minimise the needed maintenance. The implementation of 
these techniques requires an upfront investment, which is to be earned back by lower life cycle 
costs of the asset. Also, these techniques offer the possibility to manage the health of the asset. 
Tools like Airplane Health Management and AIRcraft Maintenance ANalysis are available to 
help making the right decisions.  
 
Exchange of information in the whole supply chain is an important aspect of exploiting the PBL 
contract. Integration of ICT systems of PBL supplier, OEM and principal is an essential aspect 
of chain integration and mature the relationship during the PBL contract period.  
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5.3 Recommendations 
To be the best-in-class PBL supplier several best practices are applicable.  
 
5.3.1 Incorporate technology improvements 
In order to realise advanced technology improvements the use of state of the art repair 
techniques, MRO planning systems, supported by ICT tools such as HUMS, PHM, gas path 
analysis, PDM/PLM, and CRM is advised. A plan of action which proposes a growth model for 
becoming/staying best-in-class PBL supplier is supported by implementing ICT tools. To be in 
control as a PBL supplier applications are interconnected to satisfy demand for information on 
health status, asset readiness, and reliability. A PBL dashboard is referring to and displaying the 
current status of the contracted performance and act in order to enhance the actual value. The 
drivers for the PBL principal are availability of modules and cost effectiveness of the MRO 
activities. These two main drivers should be incorporated as indicators at the dashboard.  
 
5.3.2 Central role of a Centre of Competence 
A Centre of Competence (CoC) is helpful to organise dedicated information about the asset. The 
dedicated information comprises RAM and supply chain data of the system. This information 
leads towards Asset Visibility and fleet status information. Furthermore the CoC facilitates a 
Rapid Development Team, which makes improvement proposals proactively. This team 
(assisted by other involved departments) is able to interpret RAM, PHM and HUMS data to be 
cost effective and propose new repair techniques. 
 
5.3.3 Supply Chain aspects 
In order to achieve a high(er) availability Total Asset Visibility of the whole supply chain is 
required which will enable the development of a dedicated reliability growth plan based on 
failure drivers. 
 
 
As a kind of food-for-thought the following statements are postulated: 
 
Maintainer: 
My activities must be cost effective. Repair is not always the best solution. 
 
Maintenance Manager: 
Availability of modules is an essential driver for the PBL principal. 
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Appendix A Gas turbine performance indicators 
As a start below several indicators based on F-35 PHM indicators are given to track and control 
the asset.  
 
 PHM - indicators 
Remaining 
Useful Life 
The Remaining Useful Life calculation is based on advanced engine lifing algorithms that calculate 
the total damage accrued or life cycles used so far. These algorithms cover material properties 
algorithms (that are used to calculate the life capability at engine operating stress/temperatures) 
and an on-board rainflow/cycling paring routine to predict stress at high stress locations on the 
engine structure (i.e. produces a components instantaneous damage). The lifing algorithms are 
validated against design expected life.  
Time to 
Maintenance 
 
The Time to Maintenance is derived from engine prognostics based on actual damage accrued 
and actual occurred engine operating stress/temperature conditions. The Time to Maintenance is 
the time to the next inspection or time to component retirement (whatever is applicable).  
Health 
reporting 
codes 
The Health Reporting Codes (HRCs) are codes reported from the on-board PHM system. The HRC 
defines significant fault or life events like out of operational limit conditions that signify degraded 
performance or impending failure. Around the time that the HRC is reported, selected subsystem 
or system parameter information can be collected and stored to allow to perform further off-
board diagnostics and prognostics. The code of the HRC identifies the faulty subsystem (uniquely 
and unambiguously), the method of detection (ideally), and the symptom of the failure (failure 
mode). A pilot or maintainer should be able to generate manually an HRC to trigger maintenance 
via a work order. 
 
Diagnostics capability 
A diagnostic capability is required to relate testability/Built-In Test (BIT) to system faults or 
failures. Even enhanced diagnostics beyond the legacy testability/BIT capabilities through 
system models, confirmed fault detection and false alarm elimination, complete fault isolation 
and report root cause, and information fusion are diagnosed. 
 
 Inspection and predefined indicators 
Availability Since in a PBL environment, availability is usually one of the main performance measures, it also 
plays an important role in the actual depot level maintenance process. The modular concept fits 
to the availability driver, when an on equipment repair cannot be done within a certain time, the 
faulty component is replaced by a 'new' one and the system becomes available again.  
Commonality and short lead time for repairs are likewise means to gain higher availability. 
Repair 
turnaround 
time 
A short repair turnaround time, is very important in a PBL environment, to achieve a high 
availability of the system. It contributes to the cost effectiveness of the PBL supplier.  
Also, the lead time plays an important role in Contract Management. The definition of Lead Time 
is also important in a PBL situation, because this is the basis of the performance contract. The 
lead time and the responsibility for the lead time must be defined and measured objectively. 
Definition of the lead time must be clearly defined and accepted by the PBL supplier and PBL 
principle. ICT technology to track the parts/components through the MRO process is used. Both 
parties must have faith in this technology and approach (accurate and timely registration).  
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interruptions The PBL supplier and the PBL principal benefits from a seamless MRO process. Interruptions must 
be prevented as much as possible. There are several causes of interruptions. Humans are one 
source of errors. It is desirable to eliminate human interfaces as much as possible and one way to 
do that is to automate the process.  
The lead time of processes can be estimated more precisely. 
 
Measured engine parameters 
To analyse measured engine parameters flight 
conditions have to be measured as well. Therefore a 
number of flight parameters (such as Mach number, true 
angle of attack) are recorded as well. 
 
 Engine Usage indicators 
Hot section 
time 
Gas turbine hot section parts are high-value components which have finite life. The durability of 
such a part plays a vital role in controlling maintenance inspection intervals and costs. Therefore 
Hot Section Times are recorded and monitored. Hot Section Times are defined at several 
threshold levels for the F100 fan turbine inlet; a Hot Section Time indicates in hours the time that 
the Fan Turbine Inlet Temperature (FTIT) exceeded a threshold value (either in the test cell, in-
flight or on ground).  Note that also hot engine starts are recorded/flagged, i.e. the indication that 
the FTIT exceeded a threshold value prior to a rear compressor speed of 6500 RPM. 
Fault codes Low level DEEC fault codes (3 digits) identify an event or system malfunction of the F100 engine. 
More complex faults or events at a higher aggregation level (such as an engine stall, over 
temperatures, hot starts or engine performance below limits) are detected through the boolean 
combination of several system faults in the software logic of the EDU and/or Comprehensive  
Engine Diagnostics System (CEDS); these faults are reported with a 4 digits code. 
Three digit fault codes may be DEEC Power Supply failure or system signal failures like aircraft 
Mach number signal failure or N1 Overspeed Test failure, Loss of Clock detected, FTIT signal 
failures. 
 
 
 
 
Consumed life calculation 
The number of calculated cycles (CCY) is the basis for 
calculating the consumed life. The calculated cycles are derived from a mathematical formula 
applied to manual cycles and Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) on the F100 engine.  
Bearings and gearboxes are examples where the operating hours determine the consumed life. 
Each of these parts may have different maximum operating hours. 
 
All major inspections of the F100 engine are 
tied to calculated cycles intervals and to 
engine flight hours. After occurrence of a 
specific or unusual  event special 
inspections are required; these inspections 
are based on accrued equipment operating 
hours or engine flight hours and cycles (e.g. 
fan cycles or calculated cycles), or starts, 
whatever is applicable. 
The measured engine parameters are for  an 
F100 engine fan speed, high compressor 
speed, fan turbine inlet temperature, , total 
pressure at station 2 (calculated) and at 
station 6, compressor inlet variable vane 
position, exhaust nozzle and sequence valve 
positions,  Mach number, primary and 
augmentor fuel flow, true air speed. 
 
